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Back in issue 285 we looked at
rebuilding a set of externally
sprung forks, so it was only a

matter of time before we felt the strange
compulsion to rip apart a set of what’s
generically referred to as Ceriani units.
This style of fork became popular in the
late 1960s and remains in use right up to
the present. Upside-down (USD) forks
have become de rigueur on modern
sports bikes but for most CMM type
applications our right-way-up units are
perfectly adequate.
The Achilles heel of this type of unit is

a combination of pitted stanchions and
worn seals. The former normally precedes
the latter and, even if it doesn’t, general
road dirt can often take out a seal simply

through wear and tear. Similarly, long
periods of inactivity, especially in hot and
dry storage, can cause the seal to harden
and eventually perish.
Working on the premise that the forks

are already out of the bike and that the
machine in question is safely supported,
so that it cannot nose dive, we’ll break
out the tools and get stuck in.

Fork
overhaul
Leaking forks are an instant MoT failure but they’re really not that difficult to
repair if you have some time... and something of a will to learn.

1A suitable case for treatment, a pair of
Yamaha XS650 forks in need of some TLC.

2The dust seals are easily levered off and
we can check the condition of the seal

and any retaining devices, circlips etc. In this
example obviously they are rough.
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springs and damping
There are tomes written about fork action,
spring rates, internal fluid dynamics,
damping, sag and the like. Most of our
classics’ suspension systems were made to
generic patterns for a range of machines
and often made down to price;
compromise and cost effectiveness were
the watch words.

It’s not until we get into machines of the
late 1980s and early 90s that suspension
systems were really given detailed
attention. Over-sprung and under-damped
may be hackneyed journo phrases but they
are often very appropriate. It’s now very
easy to obtain better designed springs for
telescopic forks and there are companies
out there who will pretty much make a
spring to your specifications.

Preloading forks used to be very popular
before we got knobs to twiddle and on
older classics it’s still valid. Rather than
ram in a stack of coins, as per the
allegedly good old days, it’s better to get a
series of purpose made spacers turned up

that fit properly. Owner’s forums and
marque specialists are a good place to
start for dimensions but exercise caution
and common sense with some of the
wilder claims out there.

One of the simplest mods that can be
carried out is experimenting with the
viscosity grade of the fork oil. In general
terms going up a grade or two will reduce
the speed at which the forks compress
(and bounce back). It’s also possible to
increase the amount of oil in a fork leg but
this needs to be kept within sensible limits
to avoid potential hydraulic lock or blown
seals; an additional five to 10% is probably
about as far as you’d want to go for
general road use. It might be tempting to
start drilling extra holes in the damper rod,
blocking some up or enlarging the existing
ones. However, unless you have access to
specific and verified data you could be
engineering yourself a problem and
possibly a get-off as well. Consult an expert
and play safe.

3Retaining devices are best soaked in something like ACF-50.
Something this vile needs cleaning, at least two weeks of

soaking with regular top ups but it’ll come apart. 4Fork tops are best loosened while still on the bike. Obviously back
off preload and if seized try gentle heating and/or easing oil.

5Pull out the springs, noting which end
has the tighter helix, invert the leg and

drain off the bulk of the oil.

6The fork oil can also be drained out
from the dedicated screws but use the

correct screwdriver. Heat, penetrating oils
and an impact driver may be needed. The
black crud dibbling out doesn’t look good.

7This socket headed screw in the lower
leg is what stops your front wheel and

lower forks from falling out when you pull
that mega wheelie!

8An air gun and one of these Sealey long
reach hex drives is the simplest route

way of removing the Allen. The high
frequency impacts make short work of bolt
and damper.
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9Another option is to make a purpose built tool that’ll locate in the head of the damper
rod. The Allen bolt can then be loosened with a long series Allen key.

10A combination of Yamaha applied
thread locker and years of dirt has

gummed everything up nicely so I need all
the help I can get.

11Take careful notes and pictures of what goes where and its
orientation. Work on one leg at a time retaining the second

as a complete unit in case you need a sanity check. 12This is minimal wear for a damper rod seat. If it’s badly worn
a replacement should be purchased or turned up on a lathe.

13White plastic sealing ring is part of
the damping system with one

intentional gap to regulate fluid flow. If it’s
broken, cracked or missing replace it.

14Use a hooked pick to remove the
snap ring. Often rusted to thin

sharp points, don’t get one under your
fingernail! The flat washer below this just
lifts off the top of the seal.

15Fork seals can be troublesome, so
I’m heating up the housing with a

hot air gun to expand the surrounding metal.
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Don’t break a leg
There are a few tools and tricks that can
be employed in freeing the bolt that
holds the upper and lower legs together.
Because the damper rod can turn in
response to any torque placed on the bolt
we have to apply a little lateral thought.
As mentioned an air wrench is often
effective but sometimes as we’ve seen
there’s an overt need to hold the end of
the damper rod stationary. Speak to club
or marque specialists to find out what is
recommended; it may be as simple as a
nut on a rod or perhaps someone will
lend you the correct workshop tool. A
good LED torch shone down the
stanchions may identify what you need,
but remember to drain out all the oil,
remove the spring and compress the leg
to maximise visibility. If all else fails, try
whittling a hardwood broom handle down
so that it’ll jam in the head of damper
rod. This dodge will at least get one leg
apart so you have a better idea of what
you need for the second one.

Resist the desire to drill out the bolt
holding it all together; this inevitably
ends in tears with the fork leg being
irreparably damaged. Fork internals such
as valves, springs, spacers etc. are
specific dimensions; workshop manuals
will normally advise basic specs but you
may need access to factory service data
for some dimensions.

Any fork seal retaining device needs to
be removed properly. Circlips require the
correct pliers; polygonal or circular snap
rings are best removed carefully with a
flat bladed screwdriver and/or a pick.
Theoretically the seal will stay in place
without the washers and circlips, but do
you really want to take that chance?
Finally, protect the seal housing and
surrounding metal; if it’s too badly
damaged, scarred or even cracked it
won’t hold the seal securely and chances
are it’ll leak into the bargain.

16Using a seal puller makes this job
so simple. Flattened pieces of

copper pipe on the top of the fork leg protect
the soft alloy and spread the load.

18The stanchion’s hard chrome has
chipped and the steel beneath is

rusting. It would be an advisory at least at
MoT time followed by seal failure. The leg
need replacing or refinishing.

20Paint removed, holders cleaned
with a Dremel and rotary brush

and the legs buffed then dressed for that
factory-finish look.

21The stanchions have been stripped and rechromed by A M Philpot of Luton. Top
grade service, prompt turnaround and a level of hard chrome infinitely better than

anything Yamaha ever offered.

19I’m taking the opportunity to clean
up the threads with taps and dies

as appropriate. A squirt of GT85 helps shift
corrosion and eases the cutting tools.

17It’s one-nil to me. Seal removed
without drama, incident or damage.

Having the correct tools makes these jobs a
pleasure and not a chore.
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22The Wemoto supplied seals are reinstalled. The top of the
leg has been soaking in boiling water to make the job easier

and I’ve used a purpose-made Draper seal driver. A socket would
make a viable alternative but again the correct tool makes it so
much simpler.

23For six quid I don’t have to compromise the build. These
parts are from Yambits; they fit perfectly and replace the

rusted originals. A smear of ACF-50 grease keeps corrosion at bay.

24With everything cleaned of old oil and contamination and
ready to fit. The radiused lower face of the stanchions

means seal damage is unlikely. 25The damper rod is dropped inside the stanchion and with
the seat installed the whole lot can be assembled.

26The Allen bolt needs a few drops of
medium strength thread locker.

Don’t overlook the vital copper sealing
washer; either replace with new or re-anneal
the old one.

27Tighten the bolt by hand against
the damper rod making sure the

latter cannot turn as the bolt is tightened
sufficiently to bite down on the
copper washer.
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thanks
Yambits
www.yambits.co.uk
Seal washers and snap rings

Wemoto
www.wemoto.com
Fork seals, dust covers and fork oil

sealeY tools
www.sealey.co.uk
Very useful long reach Allen sockets

a m PhilPots
www.amphardchrome.co.uk
Quality hard chrome

Gt85
www.gt85.co.uk
Great easing fluid

aCF-50
www.acf-50.co.uk
ACF-50 anti-corrosion grease28Check the fork action; it’s better to find out now rather than when the forks are back

on the bike. The stanchions should slide in and out with no binding or tight spots.

30Use purpose made fork oil; it’s
designed to maximise seal life and

minimise frothing. Add the correct volume,
don’t guess; fork action may be
compromised or you may blow the seal.

31The alloy threads and O-rings have
been checked for damage, preload

adjusters cleaned and lubricated. The solid
disc should be steel and not two-pence pieces,
which are often substituted for the real thing!

32Push down against the spring, turn
the socket anticlockwise until you

feel a gentle click; they’ll go in true from
there. Practice without the springs in place
if necessary.

33Don’t overlook dust seals; they
fulfil an important job in keeping

the worst out of the seal/stanchion
interface. These replacements from
Wemoto are excellent substitutes for the
deleted originals.

34And here’s the finished job; all
ready for many thousands of miles

of high quality classic motorcycle fun. ✪

29In with the springs; the
heavier/weaker end goes to the top

of the leg. The fork oil will go in when the
thread locker has cured overnight.
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